workers will remain remote, teams may even want to consider providing
stipends for rural workers to upgrade their existing Internet plans to more
enterprise-grade capabilities as needed.
Before investing in connectivity upgrades remotely, it’s important for teams
to baseline exactly how much bandwidth users will need to effectively be
productive from home, and weigh that against the user’s currently available
connection speeds. When employees first start establishing their home
office, for instance, that could involve syncing files and data at the outset
that could put an abnormal burden on network capacity for a given period.
It’s critical that IT teams are constantly monitoring their network out to
the remote location to determine bandwidth needs are being met as new
workflows are adopted, and to get a baseline of bandwidth requirements
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once a “status quo” has been established.
It’s also important that when IT teams are onboarding these newly remote
users, they’re doing so with a thorough understanding of the specific
tools each user requires to do their job and the ongoing bandwidth needs
that tool will demand. A sales associate who is regularly leveraging video
conferencing software, for instance, will require a larger share of the network
than users who spend the majority of their day in Google Docs.

HOW TO EVOLVE IT STRATEGIES FOR RAPID DECENTRALIZATION
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REMOTE WORK IN THE AGE OF COVID-19
Long before the novel coronavirus (aka COVID-19) upended
seemingly everyone’s day-to-day work routines, enterprise
IT pros were already facing an uphill battle when it came to
managing unexpected projects. A recent study found that
more than two thirds of enterprise IT teams find themselves
on the hook for projects they didn’t plan for, but that take
priority, leading to an uptick in staff frustration that can disrupt
innovation — not to mention derail an employee’s work-life
balance — when they aren’t armed with the right tools.

Fortunately, enterprise IT teams who have unexpectedly found themselves
managing networks that support an almost entirely remote workforce can

EVEN BEFORE

THE COVID-19 CRISIS

still access many of the tools they need to bridge the distance between them
and end users. But with protocols around “social distancing” tightening and
forcing almost every non-emergency worker to plug-in to their job from
home, IT teams have no time to waste in testing their network and arming it
for unprecedented stress tests.
Here is a step-by-step guide to how you can manage your suddenly

66%

decentralized network footprint without losing your cool or
disrupting the business.

OF ENTERPRISE IT TEAMS FOUND THEMSELVES
RESPONSIBLE FOR UNPLANNED PROJECTS
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STEP 1
Establish secure, remote digital
access to enterprise resources

The term VPN (Virtual Private Network) is having quite a moment, as VPN
technology is seemingly being deployed en masse to help safely expand
enterprises’ networks without making them explicitly vulnerable to data
leaks. Getting these connections established requires a gut-check of every
component of the company’s connected tech stack, from Internet access,
to ensuring devices are secure and capable, to giving users the accessories
they need to communicate without a hitch.

INTERNET ACCESS
While readily available internet access is a given at the office, connections
may not be as reliable for workers who reside outside of well-populated
metro areas. If you haven’t already, kick things off by doing an informal
survey of all employees to determine where there are connectivity “holes”
in the decentralized WAN so that teams can determine budget for mobile
hotspots, for instance, or increased data plans.
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Depending on how long workers will remain remote, teams may even want
to consider providing stipends for rural workers to upgrade their existing
Internet plans to more enterprise-grade capabilities as needed.
Before investing in connectivity upgrades remotely, it’s important for teams
to baseline exactly how much bandwidth users will need to effectively be
productive from home, and weigh that against the users’ currently available
connection speeds. When employees first start establishing their home
office, for instance, that could involve syncing files and data at the outset
that could put an abnormal burden on network capacity for a given period.
It’s critical that IT teams are constantly monitoring their network out to
the remote location to determine bandwidth needs are being met as new
workflows are adopted, and to get a baseline of bandwidth requirements
once a “status quo” has been established.
It’s also important that when IT teams are onboarding these newly remote
users, they’re doing so with a thorough understanding of the specific
tools each user requires to do their job and the ongoing bandwidth needs
that tool will demand. A sales associate who is regularly leveraging video
conferencing software, for instance, will require a larger share of the network
than users who spend the majority of their day in Google Docs.
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requirements once a “status
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REMOTE WORK DEVICES
IT teams also have a big decision to make in terms of the devices they allow
employees to leverage when accessing company resources. A bring-yourown-device (BYOD) policy, for instance, is one option that allows users to
access corporate VPNs and network resources using the personal devices
they already own (assuming the device is up to the task from a hardware
perspective). While this may be cheaper than buying new computers, tablets
and smartphones for your entire remote workforce, it opens the network up
to greater security vulnerabilities — especially with the threat of Shadow IT

POTENTIAL TOOLKIT FOR

REMOTE WORKING HARDWARE

— that could cost companies dearly in the long run.
If teams leverage a BYOD solution to enable last-minute work from home
policies, IT should seriously consider assessing whether their remote

Smartphone
Laptop
Tablet
Webcam
Headset
Headphone / Microphone

workers’ computing hardware is up-to-date and capable of hosting what
could be a wide breadth of new tools. In instances where remote workers
aren’t equipped with the best hardware for the job, teams should then look
into renting, leasing or simply purchasing appropriate solutions in
the meantime.
What computing hardware should teams have? For starters, one smartphone
and one laptop or tablet are considered standard for most remote workers.
But some cheap additional items that teams could explore deploying include
a webcam (720p minimum) and a high-quality headset (or headphones
with microphone).
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STEP 2
Grant users access to approved productivity
tools and collaboration apps

The number of tools your company leverages to stay on task even during
non-pandemic times can be staggering. The average 100,000 person
organization, for instance, has between 1,500 and 3,000 applications in all
that run the business, while even a 100 person organization will still require

THE AVERAGE

100,000 PERSON ORGANIZATION
HAS BETWEEN

roughly 100-200 applications.

LEANING ON THE CLOUD
One of the easiest ways to deploy new apps and tools to remote users is to
leverage a web or cloud-delivered solution instead of a natively-deployed
application that will need to live on the user’s hardware or in the corporate
data center. The benefits here are manifold, as applications delivered “asa-Service” through the cloud or over the internet (SaaS, UCaaS, PaaS, etc.)
won’t take up physical space on hardware that IT will need to manage

1,500 &

3,000

APPLICATIONS

alongside a growing web of remote users. They are also easy to deploy at
scale and quickly, since end users generally can have a new solution up and
running with a few clicks and no help from IT.
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THAT RUN THE BUSINESS

IT teams need to leverage
the same active and
passive monitoring they
used to assess the health
of their network to keep
tabs on when application
performance issues are
impacting end users.

Even though IT teams won’t have to manage the hardware that these
solutions live on when they turn to cloud or web apps, these teams still need
to ensure their end users are satisfied, regardless of whether these are tools
IT teams manage directly or they’re solutions owned and operated by a third
party. And with the adoption of UCaaS and cloud-delivered collaboration
tools on a rapid trajectory in response to the pandemic, performance issues
related to the app owner are going to be inevitable.
IT teams need to leverage the same active and passive monitoring they
used to assess the health of their network to keep tabs on when application
performance issues are impacting end users. With end-to-end visibility
across the network and between remote users, app providers, ISPs and all
the stakeholders in between, IT can quickly determine if the issue is related
to the network (IT’s purview) or the app itself (the vendor’s issues). From
there, IT needs to either take steps to resolve the issue on their end, or work
with the app owner to alleviate performance issues before they have a longterm impact on remote users.
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While these are just a few steps to get you started in managing a remote
workforce, the realities of the COVID-19 outbreak are changing daily, and it’s
anyone’s guess at the moment how long we’ll need to operate under the new
WFH reality. Fortunately, IT teams have a partner in AppNeta during any kind of
network transformation — whether planned and budgeted for or last-minute.
AppNeta was designed specifically to deliver comprehensive visibility into
end-user experience as enterprise networks scale and decentralize.

To learn more about how AppNeta is helping modern
enterprise IT teams tackle their largest projects while
delivering visibility that’s essential to ongoing network
management, request a demo today.
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AppNeta is the only network performance monitoring solution that delivers deep, actionable,
end-to-end network performance data from the end-user perspective. With AppNeta’s SaaS-based
solution, IT and Network Ops teams at large, distributed enterprises can quickly pinpoint issues
that affect network and business-critical cloud application performance, regardless of where they
occur. AppNeta is trusted by some of the biggest Fortune 1000 companies, including 3 out of the 5
largest corporations in the world, as well as 4 out of the 5 largest cloud providers.
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